INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR WINAB GLASS FOLDING PARTITIONS

Ceiling

Top track

1. Make sure the floor track is installed horizontally ± 1 mm.
Self-drilling screw

2. Mount the start jamb (connected with partition no 1) standing vertically on the floor track.
3. Mount and fasten the ceiling track's U-profile to the ceiling.
Make sure it is vertically positioned over the floor track.
Insert both silicon seals into the ceiling track's designated slots.

Seal

Seal

4. Mount partition 2 by introducing the hinges in each other and inserting the hinge nails.
In case when the top hinge nail can not be inserted from above,
bend the nail slightly, approx. 2 cm under the head, and push it in from the underside
5. Continue the mounting by repeating step 4 for the remaining partitions.
Glass

6. Pull and extend the folding partition to it's full length. Lock it into position with the espagnolettes.
7. Adjust the top track so that the track seals are aligned with and touches the top of all folding partitions. Figure 1.
8. Mount the end jamb vertically between the floor track and the top track and make necessary width adjustments. Figure 2.
9. Mount the handle according to the "HANDLE MOUNTING INSTRUCTION" on the reverse side.

Glass

10. Insert soft sealant between walls - jambs and ceiling - top track to ensure a tight mounting.

THANK YOU FOR CHOSING A WINAB FOLDING PARTITION
If you have any questions regarding the mounting please contact your reseller or Winab directly +46 8 560 211 00.
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Apply pressure on the
handle for 30 seconds

Wipe the area with a
clean cloth and alcool
Remove the protection film from the tape.
Make sure you do not touch the tape!
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HANDLE MOUNTING INSTRUCTION

5
Level the handle with
the rubber profile

DO NOT USE THE HANDLE FOR 24
HOURS AFTER MOUNTING

